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Senate out
of travel
allocations
by Holly Meyer
Alestie News Reporter

Since midterm has passed,
funds are drying up for the Student
Senate.
“We’re nearing the end o f the
Andy Rathnow/Alestle
semester,” Student Body President
Carl B. Mitchell said, “so, there’s no
S you’re going to have
JM an influx o f problems. more money left.”
Mitchell said no money is left
There’s always going to
for travel requests and the program
■ be a few clocks that fail to
request deadline is nearing.
take the reset.”
The March 2 Student Senate
In
short,
if
you
meeting
did not have any funding
encounter a clock that is “off,”
requests
to
consider.
report it to Facilities Management.
Instead,
the Senate approved
A less tactile problem o f the
the
constitution
revisions for Eta
changes made to daylight-saving time, yet
Sigma
Gamma,
a
health education
somewhat more important, is the issue o f
honorary
society
and
the
electronic devices that keep time. Referred
Psychology Club.
to as Y2K7, this problem effects everything
The Senate also approved
that involves dates and times. Laptops and
desktop computers, PDAs, scheduling 1 personnel appointments. Senators
Medhurst
and
programs,
accounting
and
time ' Stephanie
Dominique
Majors
were
appointed
management programs, phone systems,
building systems programs, cell phones and I to the School Spirit and Pride
Committee.
The
Student
e-mail programs all could be adversely
Organization Advisory Board
affected by the shift.
gained Arhonda Hoffman and
Ed Matecki, Assistant Director for
Derek Shashek as members. Shay
Utilities at SIUE, reported that the building
Hinton
was appointed to Student
control systems that regulate operations
Legal
Services.
such as the HVAC, fans and lighting had to
The next Senate meeting will
be patched Friday in preparation for the
be
at
2 p.m. Friday, March 23, in
time change.
the
Morris
University Center’s
Sophomore Jamie Alton had problems
Goshen
Lounge.
at the Country Hearth Inn & Suites, where
she works. The phones were not updated
Holly Meyer cm be reached at
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by Emily Slemer
Alestle News Reporter

When Congress voted in 2005 to Ifjj
adjust daylight-saving time, they probablv '•
were not thinking about Electronic
Instrument Technician Chris Stahlschmidt
o f Facilities Management.
The Energy Policy Act o f 2005
extended daylight-saving time by four
weeks beginning this year. Sunday,
Stahlschmidt was responsible for making
sure the campus clocks did indeed ‘spring
ahead.’
According to Facilities Management
Director Bob Washburn, there are a number
o f clocks on campus, primarily in the older
buildings, that operate o ff a centralized
time-keeping system. This master clock
system “puts a signal out over the power
system on campus. The clocks are designed
to pick up that signal and update
themselves,” Washburn said.
Clocks on the centralized system only
required the master clock to be changed, a
procedure for which Stahlschmidt is
responsible.
But what o f all the clocks on campus
that are not on the centralized system?
“We simply have to go around and

change
(those)
clocks,” Washburn
said.
The carillon on top of Dunham Hall,
which students hate to hear ring as they
rush to get to class on time, had to be reset
manually as well, according to Washburn.
On Sunday afternoon, some clocks
were still on Central Standard Time. The
clock above the checkout desk at the library
was not updated, and a clock in Peck Hall
read 12:25 at 12:50. A few minutes later,
this clock reflected the accurate time.
Stahlschmidt said glitches with the
central timekeeping system are normal, but
students or employees should not try to
correct them.
“Every once in a while, some people
take it upon themselves (to change the
clock). It can’t be corrected in the field,”
Stahlschmidt said. “For a while there,

TIME/pg.4

alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.

Parking permit prices to rise
jS - Costs to aid funding for new parking lot
by Holly Meyer
Alestle News Reporter

SIUE parking permit holders
will be paying more money for
new permits as soon as their
current permit expires.
Administrative
Services
Director Bob Vanzo said there will
be a $12 increase for all permits.
The residence halls and Cougar
Village yellow parking permits will
be an exception and will increase
$25. The reason for this additional
increase is that yellow permit
holders use the parking spaces all day,
every day, according to Vanzo. Other
permit holders do not live on campus,
therefore, they only need their parking
space while they are attending to
university-related responsibilities.
The cost for yellow permits is also
increasing because permit holders are

guaranteed a parking spot and their guests
can park for free. The yellow permit also
allows students to park in the red lots.
Even though this increase will directly
affect students, the Student Senate was
not allowed to vote on the fee increase,
Vanzo said.
The fee change did not require
approval by the Student Senate because
Parking Services does not receive funds
from the university as other campus
facilities do. The department is responsible
for making its own money.
In addition, students do not have to
purchase a parking permit, so only permit
holders pay the fee.
The price increase is due to a loss in
revenue from parking fines.
The newly implemented escalating
fine system is bringing in less revenue than
the previous fine system, according to
Vanzo. The previous system charged a flat
fee for all fines, whereas the current system

affects repeat offenders
Despite the loss in revenue, Vanzo
said that the new system is a “much
more humane approach” and “the
right thing to do.”
The higher permit costs will
also help fund a new parking lot.
According to Vanzo, the new
lot will be a red permit lot and will
have 362 spots. He said it should
solve the parking problems that
occur throughout the school year.
This current increase is not
the last o f the parking permit
increases.
There is a built-in 3 percent
increase every year, according to Vanzo.
In addition to the annual increase,
future increases are “always a possibility,”
Vanzo said.
Holly Meyer can be reached at
akstlenavs@gnuul.com or 650-3527.
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Police Reports
3-1
Police arrested Nicholas Bell for driving on a
suspended driver’s license on South
University Drive. Bell posted $100 bond and
was released.

Police arrested Nathan Miller for driving
under the influence. Miller was issued
citations for driving under the influence,
speeding and the operation of an uninsured
motor vehicle on Cougar Lake Road.

Police issued Katherine Wever a citation for
speeding on Stadium Drive.

Police issued Amanda Johnston-Derfler a
citation for speeding on South University
Drive.

3-5
Police responded to a report of a twovehicle accident on South University Drive.
Police issued Matthew Eduakwa a citation
for failure to yield at an intersection.

Police responded to a report of a theft from
a motor vehicle at Woodland Hall Lot. A
stereo system was reported stolen from the
vehicle.

Police issued Jessica Klopmeier a citation
for speeding on Stadium Drive.

Police issued Michael Dolan a citation for
speeding on South University Drive.

3-6
3-2
Police issued Donald Wilson a citation for
speeding on South University Drive.

Police issued Brentan Hickman a citation for
the operation o f an uninsured motor vehicle
on North Circle Drive.

Police issued Brent Freeman a citation for
the operation of an uninsured motor vehicle
on Circle Drive.

Police issued Joel Stockert a citation for
speeding on Stadium Drive.

Police issued Brian Brown a citation for the
operation of an uninsured motor vehicle on
North University Drive.

Police issued Chelsea Durbin citations for
speeding and the operation of an uninsured
motor vehicle on University Drive.

3-7
3-3
Police issued Amanda Poletti a citation for
parking in a fire lane on Peck Service Road.

Police issued Caleb Reck a citation for
speeding on Stadium Drive.
Police issued Cathy Willis a citation for
speeding on Stadium Drive.

3-4

from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Wednesday
in the Morris University Center’s
Goshen
Lounge.
For
more
inform ation, call th e Center for
International Programs at 650-3785.

Education Career Fair ‘07: Meet
and network with
prospective
employers in person from 3 to 6:30
p.m. Tuesday and from 9 a.m. to
2:3 0 p.m. Wednesday in the
Vadalabene Center. Students are
advised to bring an adequate
number of resumes and to dress
professionally. For more information,
v is it
s iu e .e d u /
careerdevelopmentcenter.

Food Chat: Eat a free lunch while
discussing cam pus events from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Thursday in the
Morris University Center’s University
Club. For more information, contact
Chris Worrick at cworric@siue.edu.

Global
Awareness
Week
International Students’ Perceptions
of the U.S.: Listen to international

Friday Free Flicks: Watch a free
movie from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday in the
Lovejoy Library’s Abbott Auditorium.
For more information, contact Lise
Suliman at lsulima@siue.edu or visit
siue.edu/CAB.

students discuss their expectations
about life in the U.S. and their
reactions to it since arriving at SIUE
from 5 to 6 p.m. Tuesday in Bluff
Hall’s Multifunction Room. For more
inform ation, call the Center for
International Programs at 650-3785.

What Do I Do Now? - When Your
Major is Not What You Expected:
Learn what to do with your major
from 5 to 6 p.m. Thursday in Peck
Hall,
Room 0 3 1 2 .
For more
inform ation,
contact
Valerie
McClinton at vnelson@siue.edu or
call 650-3701.

Cougar Craze - Kiss Me I’m a
Cougar: Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day
early with the Campus Activities
Board’s Shamrock Olympics from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday in the
Morris University Center’s Goshen
Lounge. Activities will include root
beer chugging contests, potato sack
races and other games. For more
information, contact Lise Suliman at
lsuliman@ siue.edu
or
visit
siue.edu/CAB.

Disney on Ice - Princess Wishes:
Watch the Disney Princesses’
journey on ice from 5 to 7:30 p.m.
Sunday at the Scottrade Center in
St. Louis. Tickets will be available at
the M orris University Center’s
Inform ation
Desk.
For
more
information, contact Rachel Reitz at
rlaruss@ siue.edu
or
visit
siue.edu/CAB.

Global
Awareness
Week
International Music Day: Listen to
music from

international cultures

Spring break is here! Kick off your Summer Color at,,
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Weighing
their
options

by Catherine Klene
Alestle News Reporter

Glen Carbon residents
discuss Wal-Mart’s future

Laura Lengyel/Alestle

THC representative Kyle Young speaks at the Glen Carbon Planning
and Zoning Commission meeting Tuesday, March 6.

As the 50 chairs quickly filled, 100 people
lined the Glen Carbon Village Hall walls and even
claimed spaces on the floor Tuesday, March 6 , to
continue the debate over the possible Glen
Carbon Wal-Mart expansion.
The Glen Carbon Planning and Zoning
Commission met with representatives of Glen
Carbon Wal-Mart located in Cottonwood Plaza.
Wal-Mart hopes to expand into a Supercenter and
must get the approval o f the Glen Carbon Village
Council before it can do so.
This was the third meeting for the site plan
review of the proposed expansion.
The proposal had been held over twice before
because of a lack o f quorum.
Members o f the Glen-Ed Citizens for Fair
Growth were present, along with their legal
representation, Penni Livingston.
“ (Citizens) were so concerned about it that
they formed a group and hired a lawyer,”
Livingston said.
Livingston presented several concerns to the
commissioners, including lack o f parking spaces,
increased traffic, impact on local jobs and
businesses and economic impact.
Chair Joe Haggerty said some o f the group’s
concerns were irrelevant to the Planning and
Zoning Commission.
“This commission deals with land use and
zoning,” Haggerty said.
Items such as job and economic impact, while
important, were outside o f the commission’s
responsibility.
Livingston said Wal-Mart should conduct a
traffic study to see the impact of delivery traffic.
Kyle Young, a representative of THC, the
owners o f Cottonwood Plaza, said Wal-Mart

already conducted a traffic study, but the
commission said they did not receive it.
Due to a lack o f information, Livingston
requested that the commission table its decision.
“We think this is going to have serious
detrimental impact and we would like you to deny
it,” Livingston said.
Aaron Warnecke, a student at Edwardsville
High School, also attended the meeting and urged
the commissioners to deny Wal-mart’s expansion.
Warnecke said he and many o f his friends shop at
the surrounding businesses. Many o f these
businesses would relocate or close if Wal-Mart
expanded to a Supercenter.
Warnecke
said
the
commissioners
“overlooked the opinions of various youths who
use the shops.”
He presented a petition with 300
Edwardsville High School student signatures
protesting the expansion.
Warnecke also said making Wal-Mart a
Supercenter would add a fifth grocery store to the
Glen Carbon-Edwardsville area.
“We already have four grocery stores in the
near vicinity,” Warnecke said.
Glen Carbon resident Susan Hammill also
addressed the commissioners. Hammill lives in
the neighborhood directly behind Wal-Mart.
At a previous Planning and Zoning meeting,
Hammill said she requested that the six-foot fence
separating the two properties be increased to 10
feet so she would not see the service vehicles at the
back o f Wal-Mart.
“(Wal-Mart) assured me they would be good
neighbors,” Hammill said.
Haggerty said increasing the size o f the fence
would require an additional variance request from
Wal-Mart. Still, he said it would be considered.
WAL-MART/pg.

W om en ’s h istory M on th 2007

WEAVING THE PAST INTO THE FABRIC OF THE FUTURE
March, ongoing

Women’s History Month exhibit, Lovejoy Library
March, ongoing

QUILTING AS A WOMEN'S TRADITION
exhibit in MUC Art Gallery, 2nd floor
Curated by Laura Strand, assisted by Alicia Pigg and
Yvette Booker
March, ongoing

W ed. M arch 14, 12:00 -1:0 0 pm

Social Work Pioneers: Women in Social Welfare History
Brown Bag Discussion
Social Work Faculty & Students
Peck Hall 3117
W ed. March 14, 6:00 pm

Tough Guise
Film and Discussion
Moderated by Jason Stacy
Peck Hall 2304

25 % off books from Women’s Studies section

(excluding textbooks and sale items)
University Bookstore, MUC
Thurs. M arch 1,12 :3 0 - 1:45 P™

Date Rape and Sexual Assault Informational Panel
Presented by Robin Pokojski, Call for Help,
Inc./Counseling Services
Oak/Red Bud Room, MUC
Fri. M arch 2, 4:00 - 6:00 pm

Women’s History Month Kickoff Reception
QUILTING AS A WOMEN’S TRADITION
Exhibit Opening
MUC Art Gallery, 2nd Floor
Tues. M arch 13, 12:00 -1 :0 0 pm

Gender, Fairness, and the Public School Classroom
Brown Bag Discussion
Laurie Puchner and Barbara O’Donnell
Peck Hall 2415
Tues. M arch 13, 12:30 - 1:45 pm

Mask-ulinity: Revealing the Man Behind
Presented by Richard Avdoian
Peck Hall 3417

Thurs. March 15, 2:30 - 5:00 pm

HOW I SPENT MY SUMMER VACATION: A VISUAL
DIARY OF JAMIE CURRIER’S JOURNEY WITH
CANCER, Photography Exhibit and Reception
Jane Floyd-Hendey and Jamie Currier
Peck Hall 3117
M on. M arch 19, 4:30-5:30 pm

Good Work Sister! Women Shipyard Workers of World
War II: An Oral History
Film and Discussion
Moderated by Laura Perkins
Peck Hall 0408
Tues. March 20, 12:30 - 1:45 pm

Does Work Pay?: Experiences of Women Moving from
Welfare to Work
Presented by Lisa Welch
Peck Hall 3417
W ed. March 21, 12:30 - 1:45 pm

A Jury of Her Peers
Film and Discussion
Moderated by Sue Cataldi
Founders Hall 1408

Thurs. M arch 22,11:0 0 am -1:0 0 pm

The DEVIL is in the Details: Why THE DEVIL WEARS
PRADA is one of the Best Films of 2006
Presented by Jan Lisa Huttner
Organized by American Association of University
Women, SIUE Branch
Alumni Hall 0206
Thurs. M arch 22 and
Fri. M arch 23, 7:00 pm

LunaFest Film Festival*
Making Waves
Abbott Auditorium, Lovejoy Library
$7 students
$10 general public, faculty
Tues. M arch 2 7 ,12 :3 0 -1 :4 5 pm

Policing Women
Presented by Trish Oberweis
Science Building 0209
W ed. M arch 28, 7:00 pm

The Vagina Dialogues: Sex and the College Woman
Florence Maatita and Wendy Cook-Mucci
Peck Hall 0412
Fri. M arch 3 0 ,12 :0 0 - 1:30 pm

Teaching About Gender and Artifacts
Brown Bag Discussion
Laura Fowler, Laura Strand, Allison Thomason, and
Cory Wilmott
University Club, MUC

*all events, except the LunaFest Film Festival, are free and open to the public
For Further Info: Professor Anne Valk, Director Women’s Studies Program (618) 650-3660 or wmstdeptRsiue.edu
Event sponsors include: Women’s Studies Program, College of Arts and Sciences, The University Museum, Making Waves, University Bookstore, Lovejoy Library, Disability
Support Services, AAUW (SIUE Branch), Counseling Services, Call for Help, Inc.
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G lobal A w areness
W eek to prom ote
cultural events

T " l SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Edw ardw ill E
The Department of Chemistry and the Chemistry Club announce the
31st Annual William J. Probst Memorial Lecture

Manya: A Living History of Marie Curie

by Lori Schueler

Monday, M arch 19, 2007

A le stle N ew s R e p orte r

7:30 pm Meridian Ballroom, Morris University Center
Performance by

Ms. Susan Marie Frontczak, Storysmith
This program honors a preeminent
woman of science: Madame Curie was the
first European woman to earn a doctorate
in the sciences; the first woman to receive
a Nobel Prize (for the discovery of
radioactivity); the first woman to teach
at the Sorbonne; and the first person to
receive a second Nobel Prize (a feat not to
be repeated fo r another 50 years).
Audience witnesses the origins of
scientific discoveries we now take for
granted. They re-live the remarkable
collaboration between husband and wife,
Pierre and Marie, companion scientists.

Student Research Symposium
Monday, March 19, 2007
3:00 p.m. Meridian Ballroom,
Morris University Center
Funds generously provided by:
Sigma-Aldrich Corporation. St. Louis ACS Women
Chemists Committee, SIUE Office of the Provost,
Graduate School, College o f Arts & Sciences,
Department of Chemistry, and Chem Club. Funded
fl/so by Student Activities Fees.
For further information coittact the SIUE Department o f Chemistry at
(618)650-2042

S G M A -A L D B C H

COROOBATiDM

The campus is coming
together this week to help make
students more aware o f the world
surrounding them with Global
Awareness Week.
“Global Awareness Week will
expose students to a variety o f
cultures
and
potential
international activities,” Study
Abroad Coordinator Julie BeallMarshall said. “Events were
planned to enhance student
preparedness and understanding
o f our increasingly global
society.”
Personal experiences o f
globally-educated students will
be shared with panel discussions
and presentations throughout the
week.
At 5 p.m. Wednesday in
Bluff Hall’s Multifunction Room,
a student panel, composed o f
four current students and one
alum, will discuss experiences
studying in countries such as
Senegal and Israel. Free pizza will
be provided.
Student Ian Williams also
will discuss his two-month-long

journey through West Africa last
year. The presentation will be at
12:30 p.m. Thursday in the
Morris University Center’s Maple
Dogwood Room.
Wednesday is International
Music Day Music will fill the
MUC’s Goshen Lounge between
11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Students
interested
in
gaining global experience and
helping those in need can catch a
presentation by a regional
representative o f the Peace Corps
at 11 a.m. Wednesday in Peck
Hall, Room 2304.
Dining Services is also
participating in the event by
serving a different international
cuisine each day. The schedule is
as follows: Mediterranean food
on Tuesday, Indian food on
Wednesday, Mexican food on
Thursday and African food on
Friday. Chinese food was served
Monday.
For more information on
Global Awareness Week events,
call the Center for International
Programs at 650-3785.
Lori Schueler cm be reached at
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.
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Sunday for the new daylightsaving time.
“All the wake-up calls, we
personally had to make,” Alton
said. “Then the phones would
ring an hour after that!”
Even though sophomore
Antonette Greene’s laptop did
not automatically update, her cell
phone did. “I was texting, and
one message was (timestamped)
1:59, and the next (a few minutes
later) was 3:02.”
This does not seem to be the
problem with IBM-compatible
computers, as long as the user

downloaded the patch Microsoft
issued to fix the daylight-saving
time dilemma.
When students returned
from spring break Monday,
accurate time remained a
problem in some areas of
campus. For instance, many of
the Macintosh computers in the
Alestle office, most o f which had
the time and date networked
centrally, also reflected Standard
Time Monday afternoon.
Emily Siemer can be reached at
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.
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After
two
hours
of
deliberation and several speakers,
the commission voted 5-2 to
table the site plan proposal a third
time. Commissioners Bill Burke
and Jorja Dickermann voted
against the motion.
While many residents spoke
in opposition o f the expansion,
Glen Carbon Wal-Mart Manager
Skip Sponcman said Hammill’s
fence concern was the only issue
that related to the site plan.
“A 10-foot fence on that
backyard would shade from noon
on,” Sponcman said. He said he
thought this would negatively
impact the residents’ quality of
life.
Sponeman said with the
growth o f the Glen Carbon

community and the surrounding
areas, Wal-Mart’s growth is
evitable as well.
“I grew up in Glen Carbon,
went to high school here,”
Sponeman said. “I care quite a bit
about this community.”
The store was able to handle
the community 10 years ago,
Sponeman said. Since then, the
community has grown rapidly,
and Wal-Mart is trying to adapt
and grow with it.
The next meeting o f the
Planning
and
Zoning
Commission is at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
March 20, in the Glen Carbon
Village Hall Council Chambers.
Catherine Klene can be reached at
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.

Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Opinion Editor Justin Gibson at
650-3527 or alestle@gmail.com.

Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven days a week!
Polls, message boards and more at www.thealestle.com
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Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and publishers of the
Alestle believe in the free exchange of
ideas, concerns and opinions and will
publish as many letters as possible.
Letters may be turned in at the Alestle
office located in the Morris University
Center, Room 2022 or via e-mail at
alestle@gmail.com.
All hard copy letters should be typed
and double-spaced. Letters should be
no longer than 500 words.
Please include phone number,
signature, class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit letters for
grammar and content. However, care
will be taken to ensure that the letter’s
message is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be printed
anonymously except under extreme
circumstances.
We reserve the right to reject letters.
About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is no charge.
Additional copies cost 25 cents.
The Alestle is a member of the Illinois
College Press Association, the
Associated Collegiate Press and UWIRE.
The name Alestle is an acronym
derived from the names of the three
campus locations of Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville: Alton, East St.
Louis and Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on Tuesdays
and Thursdays during fall and spring
semesters and on Wednesdays during
summer semesters. For more
information, call 650-3528.

Have a comment?
Let us know!
Send us an e-mail:
alestleeditor@gmail.com
The Alestle
Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, III. 62026-1167

Issue taken over the existence of God
The existence o f God has
been on my mind a lot lately, for
several reasons.
First, a couple o f weeks ago
on a National Public Radio
show a woman
was
reading
from a work she
had
written
about
losing
her faith in
Jesus
after
taking a Bible
study
class.
Since I did not
get to hear the
piece from the
beginning, I did
not get her name or the tide o f
the work.
She talked about how she
had basically accepted what
she’d learned about Jesus from
scripture readings and sermons
at Sunday church services as she
was growing up. But when she
actually took a Bible study class
and read it from cover to cover,
she was amazed that anybody
who had read the Bible could

continue to believe what was in
it.
Where was her loving God?
Where was die compassionate
Jesus who turned the other
cheek? Where was the role
model for the contemporary
Christian family? Not in this
book. The Old Testament, she
found, was about bloodshed,
vengeance and contradiction.
The New Testament was about a
man who showed little respect
for his mother, who instructed
his followers to abandon their
families and forget them. Jesus,
she found, began to sound a lot
more
like
a
paranoid
schizophrenic with grandiose
delusions than the son o f God
who died for our sins.
It’s as if the more science
and reason tell us about the
nature o f the world in which we
live, the more we rely upon
myth and superstition. I f there
were a God, in this vast,
expanding universe, why would
he care about who won or lost
the World Series, let alone

thousands upon thousands of
Little League games? What
difference would it make to him
who the Oscar went to, much
less how many o f the millions
who watched to find out will die
o f cancer, AID S, accidents,
homicide or warfare this year?
Why do we cling to this absentee
landlord?
And yet, in spite of all the
evidence of his absence, we still
pray to a Christian, Muslim,
Hebrew, Buddhist or whatever
kind o f god we want to call him,
to give us whatever we want and
spare us from whatever we fear and only occasionally have the
manners to thank him if things
do turn out our way. Why do we
insist on wanting a higher power
to direct our lives, instead of
taking responsibility for and
accepting the consequences o f
our own actions? Why do we
remain in the dark almost three
centuries after the Age of
Enlightenment?_________ ____
Alex Vires cm be reached at
alestle@jjmail.com or 650-3527.

Organization focuses on global warming
While passing out our “E is
for Environment” surveys two
Thursdays ago, we, the student
organization Raise Your Voice,
came across the Letter to the
Editor submitted by Joshua
Bozue entitled “Student has
issue with global warming.”
This
piece
caught
our y
attention, as we -L<CL l C i
have
been t O tlT C
researching E d i t o r
g l o b a l
warming and
other environmental issues for
the past couple of months in
planning our events.
Bozue
seemed
quite
frustrated with what he believes
is the “rickety wagon” fuss about
global warming depicted in the
film “An Inconvenient Truth.”
He claims that the current

warming is not global, but the
earth is actually cooling off in
certain areas and that these
changes coincide with global
climate changes in earth’s
history. We were quite perplexed
by these statements because, in
our research, we have found due
to the increase in greenhouse
gases
released
into
the
atmosphere from such human
activities as vehicles burn fossil
fuels the earth is warming. This
coincides with more o f our
research.
In fact, as far back as 2004,
113 nations, including the U.S.,
believed this statement to be
true. There are many people
who would be endangered by
the spread o f disease, increase o f
severe storms and flooding o f
developed coastal areas.
We went to see SIU E

human and physical geography
professor Wendy Shaw.
We
asked her to share her
knowledge o f global warming
and if she knew o f the argument
that “the rising temperatures are
all a part o f the cycle o f the
earth’s climate change.” We
understand
from
Shaw’s
educated opinion that Bozue’s
argument (the idea o f multiple
ice ages) does represent that of a
minority o f those in the
scientific community. This
theory states that we are on the
verge of another ice age. The
point is, as Bozue said, we must
keep “our eyes open,” and “look
into the subject before we
jump.”
Raise Your Voice
Student Organization
Leah Orwig

Holidays are no longer
celebrated in honor o f the
original purpose. When we think
o f a holiday, we tend to only
think about the fact that we get a
day o ff school or work, or it’s just
another reason to party'.
H ow many
Christians really
thought about
preparing
for
Lent
during
Mardi Gras? Did
you ever stop
and think that
the real reason
people
are
L ori
supposed to be
S c h u e le r
_
eating
and
drinking so much
is because they are supposed to be
getting ready to fast starting after
Ash Wednesday? Some people
probably didn’t realize that the
three colors o f Mardi Gras,
purple, green and gold, represent
justice, faith and power. Even
though it was originally supposed
to be a religious event, it has
turned into a day for everyone to
party.
St. Patrick’s Day is right
around the corner, which means
another reason to drink beer and
wear green, to avoid being
pinched. Most know that this is
an Irish holiday, but did you ever
stop and wonder why the Irish
get a holiday? The United States
doesn’t have a holiday for any
other heritage like German,
English or French.
It’s because St. Patrick’s Day
is another religious holiday. We
celebrate a guy named Patrick for
converting the Irish
into
Christians. The popular symbol
for St. Patrick’s Day, a shamrock,
was used by Patrick since it has
three sides, to represent the
Trinity: Father, Son and Holy
Spirit. Yet again, for some people
the day has turned into a day
simply for the Irish heritage,
forgetting the reason why the
holiday started.
For those o f you who aren’t
religious and want to celebrate St.
Patrick’s Day for the Irish
heritage and customs, you should
still remember that if it weren’t
for Patrick, you might not have
had a day to be proud o f the Irish
way o f life.
Lori Schueler can be reached at
■ alestle@gmail.com or 650-3527.

Correction: In the article “More
ethics test problems arise” by
Justin Gibson in the Tuesday, Feb.
27 issue it was incorrectly implied
that the SIUE faculty filed
grievance. The Southern Illinois
University Carbondale faculty
actually filed the grievance. The
Alesde regrets the error.

Lifestyles

Questions or comments regarding
this section? Contact Lifestyles Editor
Matthew Schroyer at 650-3531 or
alestlelifestyles@gmail.com.
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Science and religion WoRKing together?
An SIUE professor says it’s possible, plans to engage students at religious center
by Maggie Willis
Alestle Lifestyles Reporter

cience. Religion. These are two words that are not
often associated with cooperation or synergy; but
one SIUE group is trying to change that.
W oRKS, which stands for World Religions,
Knowledge and Science, started monthly meetings this
academic year to bring the community surrounding
campus together to discuss different aspects o f the
connections between science and religion.
Philosophy professor Greg Fields, coordinator of
religious studies and chair of WoRKS, said the group’s
goal is to bring further information and knowledge about
any relationship between science and religion.
“We aim to lay out interesting questions and ideas
from the different sciences and look at how they meet
with religion,” Fields said. “We do not have a particular
agenda about what the relationship between science and
religion should be.”
The group is sponsored by a three-year grant from
the Metanexus Institute in Philadelphia.
“Metanexus is an independent institute that conducts
programs and provides grants worldwide for inquiry into
science and religion,” Fields said.
The grant has enabled W oRKS to host a series of
speakers with an assortment o f views and opinions, most
recently scientist and nontheist Washington University
biology professor Ursula Goodenough, who lectured in
February on the topic o f “Exploring the Concept of
Religious Naturalism.”
Goodenough explored several areas o f religious
naturalism, asking questions such as “What is meant by
religious?” and “What is meant by naturalism?” She also
discussed'the story o f the evolution o f the universe and
suggested ways this narrative could outline interpretive,
spiritual and moral responses.
For this month. Fields is giving a lecture titled “God
and Nature” at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in die Religious
Center.
“It’s about examining different ways o f
understanding God or the divine and investigating how
the divine can act in a world governed by natural law,”
Fields said.
With the quick ascension o f science, much o f
humanity started asking if God exists at all, according to
Fields.

S

Katy Hartwig'Alestle

WoRKS group chair and philosophy professor Greg
Fields will coordinate a discussion on the coexistence
of science and religion Wednesday.

Partly because o f this, “there’s quite a lot of division
between religion and science as systems o f
understanding,” Fields said. “Many people align with one
or the other as their only way o f seeking truth.”
WoRKS, however, brings a big question to light: can

Now Rating: "Wild Hogs
by Holly Meyer
Alestle News Reporter

Even with its all-star cast o f Tim
Allen, John Travolta, Martin Lawrence
and William H. Macy, “ Wild Hogs” is not
something to go hog wild about.
This comedic adventure o f four
middle-aged men riding their motorcycles
across America is lacking in the most
important department, humor. What it
lacks in humor, it makes up for in
cheesiness and predictability More
disappointing, the movie exhibits a
chauvinistic idea o f masculinity and
homophobia.
The Wild H ogs, friends Doug
Madsen
(Allen),
Woody
Stevens
(Travolta), Bobby Davis (Lawrence) and
Dudley Frank (Macy), leave their pitiful
suburban lives behind in search o f
adventure and proof o f just how manly
they are.
Doug Madsen is a dentist who feels

like he is a wimp and growing older and
older by the second. His own son would
rather play basketball with his friend’s dad
than him.
Woody Stevens is broke and his
supermodel wife is divorcing him. He has
nothing left except his homophobia.
Bobby Davis is afraid o f his wife and
not respected by his children. His job as a
plumber puts him as the secondary
provider for his family.
Dudley Frank is awkward, gawky and
afraid to ask a woman out on a date. He is
portrayed as a little too “touchy feely” for
the other men’s tastes.
The motorcycle trip is interrupted by
multiple group bathroom breaks to relieve
those aged bladders. Because o f the
destruction o f their tent by a flaming
marshmallow, the men have to sleep
outside together. A too close for comfort
spooning session leaves the four guys the
obsession o f a gay highway patrolman
(John C. McGinley).
After a skinny dipping session that

religion and science work hand-in-hand?
Freshman Danielle Napier, an agnostic, said she does
not think so.
“Religion is basically a big fairy tale, but science is a
systematic and objective way o f trying to interpret and
understand our world,” Napier said. “Only (‘DaVinci
Code’ author) Dan Brown can mix fact with fiction.”
Freshman Juan Hurtado, on the other hand, said he
can see how science and religion are not necessarily
mutually exclusive.
“For religion, the importance is faith in what is not
there,” Hurtado said. “For science, the importance is fact
and what is there. Logically from science’s point of view,
they cannot co-exist because fact does not encompass
faith. From religion’s point o f view, they can co-exist
because everything is a matter o f faith and there is an
explanation for everything, including evolution.”
Fields, for one, thinks the two systems have much in
common.
“They both ask a lot o f the same questions,” Fields
said. ‘“How was the world created? When was the world
created? Is there an intelligent designer?’ These are
compelling and fascinating questions, and we aim to
create a forum where individuals can have access to some
o f the leading scholars on these issues in an informal,
friendly setting.”
The last WoRKS event o f the academic year will be a
lecture by Arlette Poland from Claremont Graduate
University at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, April 18 in the
Religious Center.
Parking is available between the Morris University
Center and the Religious Center in Parking Lot B for $1
an hour.
Fields said anyone is welcome to attend the WoRKS
forum.
“Faculty o f both the sciences and humanities,
students, scientists, believers, atheists, agnostics and
members o f die community are all welcome,” Fields said.
“Each person brings a different knowledge base and
worldview to the discussion.”
For more information about WoRKS, contact Greg
Fields at gfields@siue.edu or 650-2461. For more
information about the Metanexus Institute, visit
www.metanexus.org.

Maggie Willis can be reached at alestlelifestyles@gmail.com or
650-3531.
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made
Woody
Stevens extremely
u n co m fo rtab le,
the Wild Hogs
ride a little further
and find a real
biker
bar
inhabited by a
real biker gang,
the Del Fuegos.
The biker gang
ends up stealing
Dudley Frank’s motorcycle and Woody
Stevens steals it back. The biker bar goes
up in flames, leaving some very unhappy
Del Fuegos.
The Del Fuegos go looking for the
Wild Hogs to teach them a lesson. Once
found, the biker gang beats up the Wild
Hogs and threatens their lives. However,
the 50 bikers do not win the tussle against
the four middle-aged men. Instead, the
four guys are saved by their will to
continue to fight together. The head o f the
Del Fuegos shows up and the Wild Hogs

Photo courtesy of Touchtone Pictures

are saved from further beatings.
It is sad to say, but the funniest and
most clever part o f the movie played while
the credits were rolling. Extreme
Makeover Home Edition host Ty
Pennington and crew gave the Del Fuegos
back their heritage by rebuilding their
biker bar on a pseudo episode o f the show.

Grade: D
Holly Meyer can be reached at
alestlelifestyles@gmail.com or 650-3531.
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Meridian IQ has immediate openings for both
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We offer hourly pay and full benefit package.
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Student Special
5 PM - 9 PM

We’re hiring talented people for our new Customer Care Center in St. Louis!
Want to get your career off to a great start? Then check us out a t...
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All Hotdog Combo Meals $3
All Other Combo Meals $4

Regular Ice Cream $2
Student Discount not applicable to Special
Valid Student ID Required
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That’s right... Refinance your auto loan
with Scott Credit Union and get $100!
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N« payments
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Scott Credit Union loans Not valid with any other offer S 100 will be deposited at time o f closing The transaction requirem ent is a m inim um
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Baseball @ Quincy - Wednesday, 1 p.m.
Softball @ Kentucky Wesleyan - Wednesday, 2 p.m.
Men’s Tennis @ Bellarmine - Friday, 1 p.m.
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Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Sports Editor Matthew Bruce at
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Drury ends SlUE’s run
Cougars fall in first
round of NCAA D-II
Tournament
by Matthew Bruce
Alestle Sports Editor

The third time was not the
charm for the SIUE women’s
basketball team as it fell to Drury
University 76-61 Friday in the
NCAA Division II Great Lakes
Regional Tournament at Neil
Charley Arena in Romeoville.
“I’m obviously disappointed.
I don’t think we played our best
game,” SIUE Head Coach
Wendy Hedberg said. “It’s just
unfortunate that we couldn’t
perform at the level that we
wanted to and had hoped to.”
For the Cougars, who were
playing
in
the
NCAA
tournament for the first time in
six seasons, it was die third loss
to their Great Lakes Valley
Conference nemesis this season.
The Panthers edged SIUE twice
during the regular season by a
combined total o f five points.
Friday’s game was not nearly as

close.
The Cougars darted out to a
17-5 lead to open the game, but
Drury responded by scoring 23
o f the game’s next 25 points to
go up 28-19 with 5:17 left in the
first period. The Panthers
connected on 10 o f 13 shots in
the spurt and went into halftime
ahead 34-25.
“We started out good and
they started out on the opposite
end of the spectrum and couldn’t
make a shot,” Hedberg said. “But
it was just really a matter o f time
before they started coming
around a little bit.
“We had some key turnovers
during that time and missed a
couple o f shots,” Hedberg said.
“ Things turn around really
quickly in this game.”
The Cougars clanked on 16
o f their final 21 shots down the
stretch o f the first period.
The Panthers came out o f the
break flying to a 25-point lead on
the heels o f a 21-5 run. Drury
went up by as much as 28 at one
point in the second half.
SIUE junior forward Amber
Shelton led SIUE in the loss with
a game-high 19 points. Junior

guard Whitney Sykes was held to
10 points on 2-for-9 shooting
from the field. The GLVC 3point leader was 0-for-5 from
beyond the arc. Senior Julianne
McMillen pitched in 10 points.
Becky Flippin flipped in 18
points to guide the Panthers, who
improved 23-8 with the victory
Molly Carter added 15 points
and Greta Wiersch tallied 13.
Drury shot 46 percent from
the field and from 3-point range.
SIU E hit 2 o f 15 3-point
attempts and connected on 38
percent o f their shots.
“We caught a hot team and
struggled from the perimeter to
make shots,” Hedberg said. “We
didn’t shoot the ball well from
the outside.”
The Cougars finished the
season at 20-9 to lodge their first
20 -win campaign since the 200001 year..
“I have to sit back and reflect
on the season and everything
we’ve accomplished,” Hedberg
said. “When you do that, it’s
been a successful season.”
Matthew Bruce can be reached at
alestlesports@gmail.cmn or 650-3524.

Pete Ridens/Alestle

SIUE junior Amber Shelton drives past Bellarmine University’s Ashley
Elmore during a Great Lakes Valley Conference Tournament game
Friday at Roberts Stadium in Evansville, Ind. SIUE lost the game 68-55.

Women’s track places sixth at national meet for best finish ever
by Lindsay Stuart
Alestle Sports Reporter

It was a busy weekend for
the SIU E men and women’s
track and field teams as they
headed to the NCAA Division II
Indoor Championships at the
Reggie Lewis Center in Boston,
Mass.
The men’s team tied for 29th
with four points and the
women’s team placed sixth,
earning 21 points.
“I was very excited on how
our athletes prepared and

competed this year,” SIU E
assistant coach Ben Beyers said.
“They really went out and gave it
everything they had and that
starts not just the day o f the
competition, but months and
months beforehand. It was good
to see them rewarded for their
hard work.”
The sixth-place finish for the
women was the best mark at
Nationals for any SIUE track
team in school history.
“I think overall the women
did very well,” Beyers said. “I
don’t know that we really had it

as a set goal to place really high as
a team at this particular meet
because we are more o f an
outdoor team than an indoor
team, but the young ladies that
went
had
a
phenomenal
competition and we were able to
have a school-best finish, so it
was a good surprise.”
Freshman Juliet Alrich,
sophomores Angel Royston and
Deserea Brown and senior
Valerie Simmons competed in the
women’s 4x400, placing second
and earning a time o f 3 minutes,
4 3.17 seconds. Their run

shattered the school record by
nearly two seconds.
“I
thought
their
performance was outstanding,”
Beyers said. “We broke the school
record by a second and a half and
finishing in die top two in the
nation is an unbelievable
accomplishment that just speaks
volumes on how hard those
athletes have been working and
how much talent they have.
We’re very excited to get back for
the outdoor season now.”
Senior Callie Glover placed
sixth in the weight throw with

17.43
meters
and junior
Christine Butler won third place
in the triple jump with a final
jump of 12.50 meters, shattering
her own school record.
“Christine had a great series
of jumps,” SIU E assistant coach
David Astrauskas said. “Christine
is
a
veteran
who
has
accomplished a lot in the triple
jump at national meets over the
years.”
Christine was actually in
second place until the last round
TRACK/pg. 10

Ficht finshes just shy of All-American status at nationals
by Matthew Bruce
Alestle Sports Editor

Over the weekend, the SIUE
wrestling ream was seconds away
from having its first All-American
in four years.
SIU E senior John Ficht
relinquished a one-point lead in
the third period o f his match
against Adam State College’s
Evan Copeland and suffered a
bitter 6-4 defeat in the 165pound division at the NCAA
Division
II
National
Championships
Friday
in
Kearney, Neb.
“I was giving everything I
had and he got the takedown on
me,” Ficht said. “I shot in on him
and I was going in to be

aggressive, but he just kind of
scooted behind and got the two
points.”
Had he won the match,
Ficht would have become SlU E ’s
first All-American since Zach
Stephens pulled o ff the feat in
2003.
“It was a heck o f a match,”
SIU E assistant coach Ron
Bessemer said. “He gave us
everything he had and you can’t
ask more than that.”
Ficht stayed (in the offensive
against Copeland, but stumbled
out of position on one o f his late
attacks. The two got into a tussle
and Copeland wound up getting
a takedown to score what proved
to be the match-winning points.
“John had that match won, I

thought, and just kind o f let it get
away from him in the last
period,” Bessemer said. “They
got in a wild scramble, John was
trying to get the takedown to win
it and the other kid ended up on
top. That was right at the end of
the period.”
Ficht wrestled Minnesota
State University-Mankato’s Andy
Pickar, the nation’s No. 1-ranked
165 pound grappler, in his
opening
match
of
the
tournament, but got edged 5-3.
“I only lost to him 5-3, but I
went out hard and strong and I
was giving everything I had,”
Ficht said. “Actually, I thought I
had a pretty good draw there
getting him because I’d only lost
WRESTLING/pg. 10

Laura Lengyel/Alestle

SIUE senior John Ficht, left, fends off McKendree College’s Rick Cook
during a match earlier in the season at the Vadalabene Center. Ficht
went 1-2 at the NCAA Division II National Championships over the
weekend.
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Softball team dominates in Florida
by Anthony Patrico
Alestle Sports Reporter

During the recent break, the
No. 5 SIUE softball team headed
to Kissimmee, Fla., to play a few
games in the warm Florida
weather.
During the trip, the Cougars
posted a record o f 12-1. Included
in the 12 wins, the Cougars hit a
hot spell and went on a 10 -game
winning streak.
The Cougars played well all
weekend and achieved victories
over schools including Ferris
State, Northern State, St. Cloud

State-Mankato.
During the game against
Dowling, the Cougars scored
four runs and shut out the
Golden Lions in a 4-0 victory.
In the nightcap against
Minnesota State-Mankato, the
Cougars played a tight game.
Jodie Ohlau and Courtney Mall
both singled when Ashley Price
hit a double that scored two runs.
The Cougars played tight
defensively and gained the
victory in a close 4-3 game.
’’Minnesota State was just
like us,” said Pucel. “They were
aggressive on the bases, they used

“We needed to be shaken up a
little bit and forced to play a
little harder.”
-SIUE junior Amanda Pucel
State and Lake Superior College.
St. Cloud State handed the
Cougars their only loss by a final
o f 2 -1 .
“ The game was close and St.
Cloud just got hits at the right
time,” said junior secondbaseman Amanda Pucel. “ We had
people on base all game. We just
couldn’t get the hit to drive them
home.”
The Cougars closed out the
weekend by getting a pair o f wins
against Dowling and Minnesota

the hit-and-run. They played a
very similar style of the game.”
During the trip, the Cougars
hit a total of five home runs,
compared to only one from
opposing teams. Sophomore
Nicole Beecher had a pair of
home runs while juniors Mallory
Ruggles and Ashley Price also hit
one over the wall. Freshman
Chaleen Rumpf also had a home
run during the trip.
At the beginning o f break,
Price learned she had been

selected as the Great Lakes Valley
Conference Athlete o f the Week.
During the last week o f February,
Price had a batting average of
.571, with six RBI’s and two
home runs.
“ We didn’t find out Ashley
got the honor until we were
down in Florida,” said Pucel.
“She had been our most
consistent hitter and she deserves
it. We were all really proud of
her.”
With the Cougars having a
very successful spring break, the
team now looks to take the
success that it received down in
Florida, and bring that same
game play to Edwardsville.
“Our first five or six games
we won pretty easily,” said Pucel.
“ The next couple o f games,
especially against St. Cloud, it
was good to see some tougher
opponents. We needed to be
shaken up a bit and forced to play
a little harder.”
The Cougars will now
compete
in
the
Lewis
Tournament, where local colleges
will take the field. The Cougars
first game will be played on
Saturday at 9 a.m. in Lockport.
The Cougars will take on Grand
Valley State.

College hoops fans catching

Bracket Fever

line of reasoning, but the Penn
Quakers might really be in
;
(MCT) - It’s that magical trouble now.
The term “March Madness”
time of the year when a hoop
was
coined in an essay by an
nerd can become cool at the
Illinois
high school basketball
water cooler.
coach
in
1939, but gets a bad rap
A bracket geek can boldly
these
days
for triggering
crunch numbers in every nook
annoying
advertising
(March
and cubicle o f the office. He can
strut his stuff among the huddled Madness: All furniture must go
masses, yearning to talk college before April) and alternative field
basketball smack. His sports o f 64s (Jujubes over Mounds, no
knowledge puts him on a way; sure Pol Pot had the
tenuous pedestal until the numbers but Dahmer should
emergence o f the presumed advance to the Evil Eight). Yet,
knucklehead, who only picks the pure joy o f March Madness is
Catholic schools, somehow wins its inherent ability to create a
the NCAA Tournament office warm-and-fuzzy atmosphere in
the workplace for three weeks.
poll.
People normally on the
My sister, more homer than
bubble
o f acceptance join movers
hoophead, was crowned Queen
and
shakers
for accidental
| o f the Big Dance in her office
| when she followed a similar bonding, especially if they both
approach in 1985, Villanova’s had the No. 12 beating the No. 5
year to break brackets. She didn’t seed. A kind o f an impromptu
truce emerges among co-workers.
gloat but she smiled a lot.
“About half the time people The grump, who mumbles and
win who know absolutely grunts for 49 weeks, loosens his
nothing
about
college lips and blurts out serious hoop
basketball,” said Naismith (not lingo in which last names become
his real name), an executive who initials:
“Dickie V is in love with
! has been running the NCAA pool
Coach
K.”
at a Philadelphia business for 10
Suddenly, that civil union is
years. “Some people pick the
I team because they like the team accepted in North Carolina and
totally understood everywhere
j colors or the team mascots.”
The Holy Cross Crusaders else in the bizarro world that
Anthony Patrico can be reached at
I could gain some fans with that
BRACKET FEVER/pg. 10
alestlesports<sbßmail.com or 650-3524.
by Drew McQuade

Philadelphia Daily News
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C A R E E R N E T W O R K ‘07
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Dress professionally and bring copies of jo u r resume!

*** Visit www.siue.edu/careerdevelopmenteenter for more information***
Sponsored b y the Career D evelo p m en t Center,
Blackburn C ollege, Greenville C o lleg e, and M cK en d ree College.
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Jimmy Cobb

Legendary Jazz Drummer
Events:
* Drum M aster Class
March 14, 3:00pm
Dunham Hall, Rm 1114
• Open Lecture
March 15, 12:30pm
Dunham Hall Theater
• Sm all G roup M aster Class
March 15, 3:30pm
Dunham Hall, Rm 1114

to him 3-2 earlier in the year. So
I was really set. I would’ve had to
beat him to win it.”
Bessemer credited Pickar’s
victor)' to his agility
“I think it’s just a style
:hing,” he said. “That guy does a
lot of outside shots and John
shuts those down pretty well. But
he’s still a little better than John is
on his feet and that’s the
difference right now. Neither
guy could hold the other one
down. He had just a little bit of
an edge on his feet and that’s the
two-point difference right there.”
Ficht rebounded with a
decisive 8-0 triumph over J.J.
Davis o f University o f North
Carolina at Pembroke.
“I’ve been good on top for

618-650-BFIT

4 on 4 Flag Football

ww w .siue.edu/crec

IM Softball League

SlUE’s first edition o f spring football! The
league will co m p ete on Sunday's and
Tuesday's at th e Rec Plex. It's probably been Get ready for the days o f summer w ith this
intram ural sports event. Enjoy playing softball at
a couple o f m onths since you've th ro w n the
the SIUE Rec Plex. The three-week league w ill
pigskin, so get ready fo r som e football!
begin on Sunday, March 18. There are Mens,
Womens, and Coed divisions for you to play in.

Registration Due: M arch 14
Fees:
M anager's M eeting : M arch 15 $20.00 Entry Registration Due: March 14
VC 2001 5:30pm
$20.00 Forfeit Manager's Meeting: March 15
VC 2001 4:30pm

Fees:
$20 Entry Fee
$20 Forfeit Fee

~-~r ■~

Caving at Illinois Caverns
Explore up to six miles o f underground passages
that range from 20 feet high to areas just big
enough to crawl through.
Fees:
SIUE Students
Trip Date: March 24
SIUE
Faculty
Register by March 22
Pretrip Meeting: March 22
5pm VC 2001

SIUE Staff/Alumni $12
SFC Members
$12
Guests
$12’

Lindsay Stuart can be reached at
alestlesports@jjmail.com or 650-3524.

from pg. 8

Sponsored by Kimmel and student activity fees, Black Studies, Friends of
Lovejoy Library, and the Ja z z Department.

Ca m pu s R ec r e a t/on

knew Kyle had big goals for this
year,” Beyers said. “He worked
hard and put him self into a
position to succeed and ran a
great race. He’s looking for even
bigger things for outdoors.”
The Cougars get back into
action when they begin the
outdoor portion o f the season
Saturday, March 31 at the
Missouri Relays.

WRESTLING

• C oncert w ith Jazz Faculty
March 15, 7:00pm
Dunham Hall Theater

SOU T H ER N ILLIN OIS U N IV E R S IT Y '

o f the competition.
“It was apparent that Callie
had been in these meets before
because her first throw o f the
competition would have earned
All-American honors,” he added.
“Her best throw, the third best
throw o f her career, came later in
third round. I know Callie
wanted to be around 18 meters,
but it just wasn’t to be.”
Junior Kyle Rose finished
fifth in the 400-meter dash with a
time of 48.28, winning him an
All-American status.
“After finishing second at
Nationals outdoors last year, I

most o f the year,” Ficht said. “So
I did my, what they call, bow and
arrow move on die top. I just
turned him over for some points
and he kind o f turned really easy.”
Ficht ended the year with a
19-15 overall record in his last
season at SIUE.
“Going to Nationals was a
good experience. It was really
cool,” Ficht said. “I got to do a
whole bunch o f stuff.
“The rest o f the season it was
good,” he added. “I’m kind of
disappointed it’s my last one. I’m
sad that I don’t get to wrestle
anymore. But I diink I’m going
to stick around and help coach.”
Matthew Bruce can be reached at
alestlesports@gmail.com or 650-3524.

BRACKET FEVER

from pg. 9

eminates from the NCAA
Tournament.
There will be interlopers.
Some corporate flak will shriek in
faux horror at the billions lost in
productivity as if the surf just
came up on the Internet and
employees
weren’t
already
wasting company time there. Email police will send flashing,
top-priority messages to those
who dare use the company
equipment for the pools.
Kiss-ups will rat out the
villains. They should be careful
what diey kiss for.
“A guy went to the CFO to
complain about me violating
company policy by using
corporate e-mails for the pool
and as he walks in the door the
CFO was filling out his pool on
his computer,” said Naismith. “I
use a different e-mail now but I
still get corporate e-mails and

some of the biggest violators are
executives. I f I learned one thing
in running the pools it’s this:
There’s an inverse relationship
between how much salary a
person makes and how long it
takes to get money out o f them.”
Meanwhile, morale is off the
chart during the tournament. An
office drone who last week
thought Gonzaga was one o f
Mothra’s enemies is suddenly
calling the team the Zags and
head-butting his boss when they
advance.
Three weeks from now the
head-butters will zig and barely
nod when they pass in the
hallway. That’s the real world.
Enjoy the brief interlude.
(c) 2007, Philadelphia Daily
News,
Distributed
by
McClatchy-Tribune Information
Services.
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THE Daily Crossword
ACROSS

1

1 Nuisance
5 Adds seasoning
10 Falling-out
14 Be sore
15 Kilt fold
16 Grease job
17 Oxford or brogue
18 Swiftly
19 Smelter fodder
20 Indescribable
23 Brewed drink
24 Sitter’s creation
25 Break in the action
29 Mix
31 Poppycock!
34 Ethical Culture
Movement’s founder
35 Knock for a loop
36 Ditto
37 The less said the better
40 “The Wind in the
Willows” critter
41 Standing
42 “__ It Black”
43 Irving or Tan
44 Egg’s center
45 Fairly recent
46 Jiffy
47 Knight’s address
48 Beyond expressing
5 7 -friendly
58 Slur over
59 Field measure
60 Refinery residue
61 Religious doctrine
62 Beach toy
63 Rosy anticipation
64 Run-down
65 Lose it

14

DOWN
Long ago
Canyon rerun
Bug off!
Abound
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Thursdays’s Answ ers
By Michael Mepham
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5 Blank spots
6 Dominant male
7 Table extension
8 Tex-Mex treat
9 Silver grade
10 Single-masted ship
11 Feline rumble
12 All tucked in
13 Hardy heroine
21 180-degree maneuver
22 Word with cry or chest
25 “__la vista, baby!”
26 Figurative phrase
27 Set to rest
2 8 off (angry)
29 Awful smell
30 Rhino’s weapon
31 Wheel spokes
32 Signs of what’s to come
33 Tithing amount

53
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56
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6
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7 9
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35 Close securely
36 Take-out side
38 Does some hooked
needlework
39 Met production
44 Up to now
45 Refinement
46 Suit material
47 Was partisan
48 Cornmeal dish
49 Capital by a fjord
50 Gather grain
51 Nautical direction
52 Blissful cloud
53 Rest periods
54 Thumb through
55 Song from an opera
56 High-pitched cry
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by Aaron Warner

A College Girl Named Joe

WEPPINê!

1

Sudoku

(c) 2 0 0 6 M ic h a e l M epham . D is trib u te d b y Tribune M edia
S ervices. A ll rig hts reserved.
N o w on M o b ile ! K ey in 7 83658.com on y o u r c e ll’s W eb
b ro w s e r fo r details. C h a rg es w ill apply.

AFTER m

H

L E

By Michael Mepham

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku,
visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
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STUDENTS INTERESTED IN EARNING $1,000
WEEK!
100% COMM..EASY SELL...MUST BE SELF
STARTER! CALL MICHAEL (314) 422-1125

GRAPHIC ARTIST

Full-time or possibly
Part-time artist for screenprint/ embroidery
company. Needs to have initiative, be
creative, and dependable. 877-0408

How would you like to work for the
busiest restaurant in town?

I f you answered YES,
then come to:
The O ld S p a g h e tti F actory
727 N. First S tre e t
Located tw o blocks n o rth o f th e G atew ay A rch in
Laclede's L a n d in g
We are c u rre n tly h irin g fo r a ll p o s itio n s
No e xp e rie n ce necessary!
You m u s t be 16 to w o rk here, 19 to w a it ta b le s
Som e o f th e g re a t b e n e fits in c lu d e :
E m ployee d is c o u n ts
F lexib le s c h e d u lin g
M e tro Line Access
Set y o u r o w n schedule

Get your summer job early!

MISCELLANEOUS

BELLY DANCE - SWING - TANGO
Lotus Arts Studio, Belleville Visit www.lotusarts.net or call 618 530-5416

PERSONALS
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA PHI

would like
to thank everyone who came to King of
Hearts and helping raise money for
Cardiac Care ana Research.

NJ ITALIANO

Happy 21st Birthday. We
love you mom and Sophia.

UPGRADE YOUR CLASSIFIEDS
Alestle's website.
one or more of
your ad. Go to
and jazz up your

on the
Get attention by adding
many exciting options to
thealestle.com/classifieds
online classified today!

USED BOOKS AT BARGAIN PRICES.
Good Buy Bookshop, Lovejoy Library Room
0012, Wednesdays and Tnurdays 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Sponsored by Friends of Lovejoy
Library.

MODELS NEEDED EDUCATIONAL
training hair design, color technique. Male,
Female students, faculty with shoulder or
shorter hair length. Prorormed by licensed
Cosmetologist. Hair design no charge.
C olor service $20. For appointm ent
(618)656-4011. Hendrickson Hair Design
Group.

ROOMMATE
WANTED
ROOMS FOR RENT IN ALTON. 1606
Greenwood St. Private locking bedrooms
for rent. $300 per month and up with a
$300 deposit. O ff street parking and on
the bus-line to SIUE & dental school. Basic
cable in each bedroom. Shared kitchen/
living ro om / baths. Laundry room on
premises. A great home fo r college
students. You do not have to leave during
holidays or semester breaks. House has an
ADT security system fo r your added
protection. 465-7187 465-7187

Classifieds
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FOR RENT
U N IO N STREET APARTMENTS

2BR/1
bath, fully equipped kitchen, W / D and
cable hookup. Q uiet w ooded area.
Convenient to SIUE and downtown. $550$575 656-1624

BASEMENT

APARTMENT

In quiet
Edwardsville
neighborhood.
Partially
furnished. Utilities, broadband, premium
cable incl. Share W&D. Some storage. Pets
considered. Prefer student or single. $450.
531-3384

ALESTLE CLASSIFIEDS GIVE YOU MORE!

PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME positions
available for warehouse w ork 5 mintues
away from campus. W ill work around class
schedules. Call (618)254-7400 for more
information.

GOLF COURSE WORK

At St. Clair
Country Club In Belleville, IL. Will Work
Around School Schedule. 40 Hours and
More Are Available. Must Work Weekends.
Starting Pay Is $7.75 Per Hour. Golfing
Privileages Free On Mondays. E-mail Paul
At stcccl@ norcom2000.com or call at 618
78 1-0971
_________________

Place your classified ad at a
time convenient fo r you using
our easy, secure online interface
at thealestle.com/classifieds

PART TIME WEBMASTER P O S T IO N
Needed Part Time Web Master!
Must know Photoshop, MySql, and Microsoft
Access and HTML. Knowledge of coldfusion a
plus. Pay based on experience. Email resume &
references to:
Katie@to-dos.com. No Phone calls please! *

HELP WANTED: ALL POSITIONS, all
shifts. Upbeat Fast Paced Enviroment with
Flexible Schedule. Apply in Person at Sonic
Drive-In Edwardsville IF YOUR GREAT ON
SKATES, PLEASE MAKE NOTE O N APR

BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES:
10 word minimum for all ads.
2 0 cents a word 1 -2 insertions, per insertion
19 cents a word 3-4 insertions, per insertion
18 cents a word 5 -1 9 insertions, per insertion
17 cents a word 2 0 + insertions, per insertion

Web Extras Vary
Please schedule your ad carefully as
we cannot offer refunds. Corrections
must be noted by on the first day
the ad appears in the newspaper.

Deadlines:
By 11 a.m. Monday fo r Tuesday issue
By 11 a.m. Wednesday fo r Thursday issue
Having tro u b le ? C a ll 618-650-3528
or e - m a il a le s fle c la s s ifie d s @ g m a ll.c o m

Alestle Office Hours (MUC 2022):

Print Extras:

8 a.m. - 4:3 0 p.m. Mon-Fri

All bold, additional $5

SEE CLASSIFIED S/pg.ll

BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM 1 /2 BATH
townhome finish basement. Ask about
winter discount. 2 and 4 bedroom units
also available. Coll (618) 772-9146.

HOUSE FOR RENT 2BR/1 bath.
Remodeled, new appliances, garage, and
screened porch overlooking woods.
Convenient to SIUE and downtown. 6561624
_
______ _
HOUSE FOR RENT 2 bedroom house
W / D hookup 3 miles from SIU and 2 miles
from 255 and 270. $650 mo. (314) 566l 495THE SISTERS OF ALPHA PHI

would like
to give Congrats to sister Sarah Bray for
putting together a wounderful King of
Hearts.

4 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT 1.5
Baths, wrap-around deck, spiral staircase,
fridge, stove, 1 Year lease. 51200/ month
(636)227-4610

3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT
$ 6 9 5 /m o or $ 2 5 0 /m o to rent as
roommate. 1 bath, central air & heating,
w asher/dryer hook-up, kitche n/dinn ing
area, & sunroom. 5 mins from SIUE. ( 618)
692-0113.

GLEN CARBON RENTALS

minutes to
SIUE 2 Bedroom Apartments, Townhouses,
Lofts, deck/ patio, basement, w asher/
dryer
hook-ups.
Starting
at
$585
( 6 1 8 ) 3 4 6 - 7 8 7 8 .
www.osbornproperties.com

3BR, 1 BATH HOUSE in Edwardsville.
Single car detached garage. Fenced
backyard. W / D hookup, Front Porch,
Basement with possible living space 9 5 0 /
month 447-2710
2BR,

1 .5 BA. TOWNHOUSE 1-255/
Horseshoe Lake Rd. area 15 mins. to Saint
Louis and SIUE. Includes w / d and some
utilities. No pets non-smokers only $ 5 7 5 /
month. (618)344-2125.

FOR SALE
SELL Y O U R STUFF!!!
Alestle classifieds are cheap and easy. Just go to
thealestle.com/dassifieds, register an account
and sell that old tv or car, both in the Alestle's
print edition and online!

1995 BUICK REGAL $2,495 WELL
MAINTAINED
GOOD
GAS MILAGE
LEATHER SEATS 656-3528
1996

JEEP

GRAND

CHEROKEE

Excellent condition,4x4, good gas mileage,
780-3219

2001 APRILIA SCOOTER FOR SALE
Avg 85 mpg, 50cc, no motorcycle license
or insurance req, speeds up to 50mph,
clean!!! blue scooter, 16" wheels... $2200
815.276.4988

6 LUG 2 0 ' CHROME TRUCK WHEELS
W / Tires, good cond, locking caps w / keys.
$ 6 0 0 / OBO Brian, 618-69 8-7 145

HARMON
RECIEVER

KARDON

STEREO

AVR110, Excellent Cond, Free
Speakers. Best Offer. Brian, 61 8-69 8-7 145

HELP WANTED
SITTERS W A N T E D . Average $10 per
hour, register free for jobs near campus or
home, www.student-sitters.com.
W IN T E R /S P R IN G
P O S IT IO N S
ava ila ble earn up to $ 1 5 0 per day
experience not required. U ndercover
Shoppers needed to Judge Retail and
Dining Establishments. C all 1-(800)7224791.
STOP
W O R K IN G
HARD
Seeking
OUTGOING, MONEYDRIVEN individuals
w ho
love
Travel.
W ork
from
Home!Travelcompany4u@yahoo.com

U.S. Cellular gets us...
so we can get together,
even when we're not.

Take our best network challenge,
test our products, experience our
customer service and make sure
they are right for you.

National Family Plans
(even friends can share)

IS. Cellular

• 1400 minutes for $89.99 a month
• UNLIMITED
Mobile-to-Mobile Minutes

W f connect with vow*.

C h e c k o u t th e

• UNLIMITED
Night & Weekend Minutes
(Starting at 7:00 p.m.)

ALL NEW g e t u s c . c o m
1-888-buy-uscc

• FREE
Incoming Text Messages

Tracy

Motorola R re Red RAZR
Tennessee

Scott
Motorola KRZR
Tennessee
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